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- **CVE-2021-41816: Buffer Overrun in CGI.escape_html** [3]
  
  A buffer overrun vulnerability was discovered in CGI.escape_html. This vulnerability has been assigned the CVE identifier CVE-2021-41816. We strongly recommend upgrading Ruby.

- **CVE-2021-41819: Cookie Prefix Spoofing in CGI::Cookie.parse** [4]
  
  A cookie prefix spoofing vulnerability was discovered in CGI::Cookie.parse. This vulnerability has been assigned the CVE identifier CVE-2021-41819. We strongly recommend upgrading Ruby.

- **Ruby 2.6.9 Released** [5]
  
  This release includes security fixes. Please check the topics below for details.

- **Ruby 2.7.5 Released** [6]
Ruby 3.0.3 Released [7]
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